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Abstract. Hot-carrier solar cells could enable an efficiency gain compared to conventional cells, provided that a
high current can be achieved, together with a hot-carrier population. Because the thermalization rate is
proportional to the volume of the absorber, a fundamental requirement is to maximize the density of carriers
generated per volume unit. In thiswork, we focus on the crucial role of light trapping tomeet this objective. Using a
detailed balance model taking into account losses through a thermalization factor, we obtained parameters of the
hot-carrier population generated under continuous illumination. Different absorptions corresponding to different
light path enhancements were compared. Results are presented for open-circuit voltage, at maximumpower point
and as a function of the applied voltage. The relation between the parameters of the cell (thermalization rate and
absorptivity) and its characteristics (temperature, chemical potential, andefficiency) is explained. Inparticular,we
clarify the link between absorbed light intensity and chemical potential. Overall, the results give quantitative
values for the thermalization coefficient to be achieved and show that in the hot-carrier regime, absorptivity
enhancement leads to an important increase in the carrier temperature and efficiency.

Keywords: Hot-carrier solar cells / detailed balance / ultrathin absorber / light trapping / thermalization /
chemical potential
1 Introduction

Hot-carrier solar cells (HCSCs) promise efficiencies way
above the single junction limits [1], but face many
challenges, one of them being the establishment of a hot-
carrier population under continuous illumination. In
conventional cells under reasonable concentration, the
extra kinetic energy of the absorbed photons is lost through
scattering with phonons in a process called thermalization.
In order to reach a hot-carrier regime, onemust increase the
intensity of absorbed light and/or decrease the thermali-
zation rate. Because the latter scales with the volume of the
absorber [2], HCSC fundamentally requires to maximize
the density of carriers generated per unit of volume [3].

So far, most efforts have been put into the development
of quantum structures [4] in order to reduce the
thermalization. Relatively low thermalization coefficients
have been reported [5], along with strong evidence of
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hot-carrier current extraction [6,7]. We will show that
current state-of-the-art thermalization coefficients could
be suitable for an increase in the efficiency of solar cells
beyond the Shockley–Queisser limit. However, those
results were obtained for a single wavelength laser
illumination, and with very thin absorbers with poor
broadband absorptivity, so that they cannot work
efficiently as solar cells. It is, therefore, necessary to work
not only on the reduction of the thermalization coefficient
but also on maintaining high broadband absorptivity.

In this context, we investigated the influence of light
trapping on the temperature, chemical potential, and
efficiency of solar cells. The objective of this paper is to
show that advanced light trapping is a necessity. Even
more, it is the missing part needed in order to demonstrate
the potential interest of HCSC.

We develop the theoretical framework and algorithm
for detailed balance calculations adapted to HCSC in the
radiative limit. It takes into account the absorptivity of
the material. This is the simplest model that combines the
parameters of which we want to see the influence. Light
mons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0),
in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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trapping is introduced in the form of uniform broadband
light path enhancement that increases the effective
thickness of the material for all wavelengths.

The paper is organized into three sections. In the first
section, we explain the model, from the calculation of the
absorption and the detailed balance to the J(V) character-
istic. Then we present the results of the influence of light
trapping and the thermalization coefficient at open circuit,
maximum power point, and when sweeping the voltage.
Finally, we discuss the obtained results based on reference
models and existing literature.

2 Methods

2.1 Absorptivity: band filling and light path
enhancement

We aim at investigating the influence of absorption
enhancement on HCSCs. We introduce a dimensionless
light path enhancement factor F such that the actual
distance traveled by light in the material is longer than its
actual thickness by a factor F. The absorptivity of a
material follows the Beer–Lambert law, and assuming a
perfect anti-reflection coating, we obtain:

A ¼ ð1� expð�FadÞÞ ð1Þ

where a is the absorption coefficient and d is the thickness
of the absorber. Several cases can be identified for the light
path enhancement. F=2 is the double-pass absorption
obtained with a perfect back mirror, F=4n2 ≈ 50 is the
Lambertian case [8], while F=4pn2 ≈ 150 is the upper
bound value for multiresonant light trapping [9].

The absorption coefficient in equation (1) is band-filling
dependent, meaning that the more electrons are occupying
a given energy level in the conduction band (and the fewer
in the valence band), the less likely it is for the material to
absorb photons. We can link a to another absorption
coefficient a0, obtained in absence of band-filling (for low
incident photon flux), writing:

aðEÞ ¼ a0ðEÞ½1� fhðEhÞ � feðEeÞ� ð2Þ

with fe(Ee) and fh(Eh) the Fermi–Dirac distributions for
electrons in the conduction band and holes in the valence
band, respectively. We suppose that the electron and hole
populations are independent, each in thermodynamic
equilibrium with their own Fermi energy EF,e and EF,h,
and at the same temperature T, which does not have to be
the temperature of the lattice. In these conditions the
distributions can be written:

feðEeÞ ¼ 1

1þ exp
Ee�EF ;e

kBT

� � ð3Þ

fhðEhÞ ¼ 1

1þ exp
EF ;h�Eh

kBT

� � : ð4Þ
For the sake of simplicity, we further assume that the
dispersion relation of electrons and holes can be written
using an effective mass and that this mass is the same for
electrons and holes. The same calculation could be
performed with different hole and electron temperatures
and/or effective masses [10]. Also, it has been experimen-
tally confirmed that in polar semiconductors, electrons
(with a much lower effective mass) heat much more than
holes [11]. However, considering different electron and hole
behaviors makes the interpretation of the results much
more difficult, while it does not bring any further insight
into this study.

We can show that under those assumptions (same
effective mass and same temperature for both carriers), the
band-filling dependence takes the form [7]:

aðEÞ ¼ a0ðEÞtanh E � m

4kBT

� �
ð5Þ

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and m is the difference
between the chemical potentials of holes and electrons:

m ¼ EF ;e �EF ;h: ð6Þ

2.2 Detailed balance

We consider the radiative limit case, where all absorbed
photons lead to an electron–hole pair which is either
collected or recombines radiatively (by re-emitting a
photon). The detailed balance, developed by Shockley
and Queisser in 1961 [12], states that at thermodynamic
equilibrium:

Jext ¼ Jabs � Jrad: ð7Þ
Light arrives from the sun and a current density Jabs is

absorbed. The cell radiates light with a total flux density Jrad.
The net current Jext is collected through the electrical
contacts. In the case of conventional cells, the resolution of
this equation enables us to obtain the Jext (V) characteristic.

Kirchhoff law of thermal radiation under thermody-
namic equilibrium states that for any energy E and solid
angle V, the emissivity e is equal to the absorptivity A:

A E;Vð Þ ¼ e E;Vð Þ: ð8Þ
Assuming an isotropic emission in the half-space above

the cell (we suppose a mirror keeps the photons from
escaping from the back), the radiated current density can
be expressed as:

Jrad ¼ qp

Z
A Eð Þf Eð ÞdE ð9Þ

whereq is theelectronchargeandf (E) is thespectralphoton
flux. This flux, in W�1m�2 sr�1, is obtained from the
generalized Planck’s law [13]:

f Eð Þ ¼ 2E2

h3c2 exp
E � m

kBT

� �
� 1

� � ð10Þ
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where h is the Planck constant and c is the speed of light in
vacuum. Under the hypotheses of identical electron and
hole temperature and effective mass, T is both the
temperature of the carriers and of the radiation, and the
chemical potential m of the radiation is the separation of
the Fermi levels (Eq. (6)) [7].

The input current Jabs can be written in a similar
way as equation (9), by modifying the expression of the
photon flux and the angular integration. We consider the
AM1.5G solar spectrum. Its total irradiance for one sun is
100mWcm�2, and we consider full light concentration
(C=45 000).

In the case of HCSC, the radiation temperature is
different from the lattice temperature: the extra kinetic
energy the carriers receive when absorbing a photon does
not fully thermalize, hence a new steady-state configura-
tion is reached, and a new equilibrium relation on the power
is required. It was first studied by Ross and Nozik [1], and
leads to the system [14]:

Jext ¼ Jabs � Jrad

P ext ¼ P abs � P rad � P th:

�
ð11Þ

Pabs and Prad take the same form as Jabs and Jrad, by
multiplying the photonfluxby the photon energyE, changing
it from a particle to an energy flux. Pth is the thermalized
power, andPext is the power that is taken out of the absorber.

2.3 Thermalization

The main source of energy loss for hot-carriers in a polar
semiconductor (typically GaAs) is the emission of
longitudinal optical (LO) phonons [15]. If we assume they
are the only source of thermalization, the thermalized
power Pth can be written [2]:

P th ¼ Q T � TLð Þexp �ELO

kBT

� �
ð12Þ

whereTL is the lattice temperature, ELO is the energy of the
LO phonon mode, and Q is the so-called thermalization
factor in Wcm�2K�1, which only depends on the material
characteristics. Therefore, this thermalized power is only
dependent on the carrier temperature. This law is highly
empirical, andthethermalization factor isaparameterwhich
is determined experimentally [2]. As such, we will be using
this factor as an adjustable parameter to help us identify
which range of values could be suitable for hot-carrier
absorbers.

By considering a single thermalization coefficient, we
implicitly assume that the electron–phonon interaction is
identical to the hole–phonon interaction, which is neces-
sary for assuming identical electron and hole temperatures.

2.4 Resolution for open circuit condition and
maximum power output
2.4.1 Open circuit

At open circuit, there is not current or power extraction, so
the system to be solved is reduced to:

Jabs ¼ Jrad

Pabs ¼ P rad þ P th:

�
ð13Þ
This 2-equation system is a function of two parameters:
m and T, and we suppose it admits a single solution. The
rigorous demonstration of the unicity of this solution is
beyond the scope of this work, but it was shown to be true
at least in Boltzmann approximation [16].
2.4.2 Maximum power point

To obtain the maximum efficiency of the cell, one needs to
find the bias that results in the highest power output. Thus,
one has to relate the voltage V of the cell to the chemical
potential of the radiation. This can be done using selective
contacts with a given width and extraction energy. For
simplicity here, we will suppose the extraction is isentropic
(in reality, some entropy must be generated during
extraction [17]). By equilibrating the populations in the
absorber and in the contacts, it results in [1]:

qV ¼ TL

T
mþ 1� TL

T

� �
Eext: ð14Þ

The extracted current and power are related through
the extracted energy Eext:

P ext ¼ EextJext: ð15Þ
This extracted power is different from the power output

of the cell. It describes how much energy is removed from
the absorber, in the same way that EG× Jext is the power
removed from the absorber in a conventional cell. The
output power P of the system is expressed as a function of
the voltage:

P ¼ V Jext ¼ TL

T
mJext þ 1� TL

T

� �
P ext : ð16Þ

Equation (16) can be maximized as a function of the
two parameters m and T to give the overall maximum
efficiency. This maximum efficiency corresponds to a given
Eext, obtained from equation (15), which is the extraction
energy that will result in the highest efficiency at the
maximum power point operation.

2.4.3 J(V) curve

Finally, to obtain the J(V) characteristic and other
properties as a function of the voltage, we fix the extraction
energy to its value at the maximum power point, and we
solve the system of equations (14) and (15) for a given
voltage V from 0 to VOC.

2.5 Case considered

Because we are working in the radiative limit case, we
consider an intrinsic absorber of GaAs, a material whose
radiative efficiency can be one of the closest to the ideal case
[18]. The absence of intentional doping results in identical
electron and hole concentrations under illumination, where
the intrinsic doping can be neglected. We consider the
absorption coefficient a0 as obtained from Palik [19],
modified with a parabolic fitting near the bandgap. We



Fig. 1. Absorptivity as a function of the photon energy in 10 nm-
thick GaAs for the 4 cases considered, with various light path
enhancement factors F. The step absorber is shown for reference
(dashed black).

Fig. 2. (a) Chemical potential and (b) temperature of the
carriers in open-circuit condition as a function of the thermaliza-
tion coefficient Q, for different absorption cases.
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then add the band filling (Eq. (5)) to obtain the absorption
coefficient a.

The thickness d considered in equation (1) is fixed to
10nm. At such small scales, the energy states start being
quantized, which is even more sensible for hot-carrier
temperatures, as the population is more spread in energy.
Because the objective here is to make a comparison between
weakly and highly absorbing materials, we will still consider
theabsorption coefficient tobe the sameasbulk.Thecases to
be compared are F=2 (double pass absorption: perfect
mirror),F=10,F=50(Lambertianscattering),andF=150
(multi-resonant upper bound). We show in Figure 1 the
absorptivity in each case, in the absence of band filling. We
see that F=150 is very close to the step absorber limit of
GaAs,andweconfirmedthat theresultsarevery similarwith
both (see Supplementary Fig. S1).

3 Results

3.1 Open circuit

First, we solve the system (13) for each case, and with a
varying thermalization coefficient, to obtain the chemical
potentialmand temperatureTof thecarriers.The results are
presented in Figure 2. The right part of the figure, for a high
thermalization coefficient, tends toward a fully thermalized
absorber (T=TL,m=VOC),while the left part tends toward
the ideal HCSC (no thermalization or Q=0). We observe
that when decreasing the thermalization coefficient, the
temperature increases while the chemical potential
decreases.Moreover, we observe that for an increasing value
of the light trapping, we have always a higher temperature
and a lower chemical potential. More specifically, when
increasing the light path enhancement, the switch between
conventional cell and ideal HCSC is sharper, occurs at
a higher thermalization factor (approximately from
Q ¼ 1Wcm�2 K�1 for F=2 to Q ¼ 10Wcm�2 K�1 for
F=150), and the temperature reached at zero thermaliza-
tion is higher (from 4600 to 5000K).

3.2 Maximum power point

We also solve the problem at maximum power point using
equation (16), and obtain in addition of the chemical
potential and the temperature, the maximum efficiency
attainable for a given thermalization coefficient (Fig. 3).
We still verify that the temperature increases and the
chemical potential decreases with decreasing thermaliza-
tion coefficient. We observe that except for very low
thermalization, higher absorptivity still leads to a higher
temperature and lower chemical potential (as in open
circuit). Also, in this case, the chemical potential can
become negative for very low thermalization. Overall, the
efficiency, shown in Figure 3c, exhibits an increase with
increasing light trapping and decreasing thermalization.
For Q≫1Wcm�2 K�1, the efficiency is the same as for a
conventional cell in the radiative limit.



Fig. 3. (a) Chemical potential, (b) temperature of the carriers,
and (c) efficiency at the maximum power point, as a function of
the thermalization coefficient Q, for different absorption cases.
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3.3 J(V) curve

Finally, we present the evolution of the parameters of the
HCSC as a function of the voltage V, with Eext fixed from
the maximum power point value, in Figure 4. The
extracted current Jext is divided by the concentration
(45 000 suns), to display a value per sun. We also present
the different parameters obtained for conventional solar
cell and HCSC in Supplementary Table S1. They are
calculated for Q≫1Wcm�2 K�1.

We can first observe from Figure 4c that the behavior of
conventional cells is very similar to HCSC. In particular,
their Jsc is the same, and they seem to follow the same slope
near VOC, except that the value of the latter is higher for
HCSC. The FF is also very similar, so that an efficiency
enhancement of about 20%, mainly due to a higher voltage,
is observed. The efficiency also increases with increasing
light path enhancement. A strong gain occurs in the JSC,
and the FF is also improved, which largely compensates for
a decrease in VOC.

We also show in Figures 4a and 4b the corresponding
chemical potential and temperature, respectively. We plot
them for voltages slightly above VOC (where the current is
negative), in order to observe the general trend. The
chemical potential is first strongly negative and increases
linearly up to Vmpp, after which it still increases but much
more slowly. The temperature is first constant (at a
temperature higher than TL), before increasing sharply
after Vmpp. Also, the temperature is systematically higher
with light trapping, and the chemical potential increases
with a variable slope. For V=0 and VOC, the chemical
potential is lower with higher light path enhancement, but
the curves happen to intersect around Vmpp.
4 Discussion

4.1 Thermalization coefficient

We first discuss the results which are not related to light
trapping. The thermalization coefficient characterizes how
strong the carriers will cool, hence the temperature
increases with decreasing thermalization (Figs. 2b and
3b). The decrease in chemical potential is a consequence of
the temperature change. When increasing the temperature
just by changing the thermalization coefficient, the input
and extracted current are only slightly affected. Therefore,
the radiated power has to remain relatively constant
(Eq. (7)). As the emission increases exponentially with the
temperature (Eq. (10)), compensation occurs through a
reduction of the chemical potential, so that m/T remains
constant within a term of order ln(T).

We want to comment on the typical thermalization
factor values at which the transition between a conven-
tional cell and zero thermalization cell occurs. We consider
the absorber as a blackbody at temperatureT and chemical
potential m=0, and we choose a black body of temperature
TS ¼ 5800K for the input power. By fixing the chemical
potential, we remove the current balance (Eq. (7)), by
assuming Auger process to dominate [20]. At open circuit,
the equation to be solved becomes:

s T 4
S � T 4

� � ¼ Q T � TLð Þexp �ELO

kBT

	 

ð17Þ



Fig. 5. Comparison of the evolution of the temperature in open
circuit with the thermalization coefficientQ in a black body and in
the case F=150.

Fig. 4. (a)Chemicalpotential, (b) temperatureof the carriers, and
(c) extracted current (per sun) of a conventional cell and anHCSC,
in dashed and continuous line, respectively, as a function of the
applied voltage. The squares and circles respectively indicate the
maximumpower point and open circuit of the HCSC.These results
are obtained for Q=1Wcm�2K�1.
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where s is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant. This system
admits for solutionsT=TS forQ=0 andT=TL forQ!∞,
and so there must be a transition regime between those two
extreme values. The solution of this equation as a function of
Q is plotted in Figure 5, along with the case F=150 (we
consider for both a blackbody incident spectrum and the
same value of ELO). The behavior of both curves is very
similar so that equation (17) is what fundamentally governs
the thermal excitation of carriers. We can see that the
transition between a conventional cell and an HCSC occurs
for Q∈ [10�1, 102], which is higher and sharper than with
highly absorbing GaAs. The curve for the blackbody can be
thoughtasanupper limit for thetemperature in theradiative
limit (assuming m≥ 0). This means hot-carriers cannot
appear in open circuit at room temperature for Q≥ 100W
cm�2K�1. We confirm the chemical potential is always
positive for both GaAs (Fig. 2a) and GaSb (Supplementary
Fig. S2a) in open-circuit.

Most of the difference between highly absorbing GaAs
and a blackbody comes from the high bandgap of GaAs.
This can be seen in Supplementary Figure S2b, where we
show for comparison an absorber of GaSb with high
absorptivity, but a bandgap twice as small. The tempera-
ture obtained in this material for a given thermalization
factor is much higher and closer to the blackbody limit than
for GaAs. Therefore, using materials with lower bandgap is
also extremely important in generating hot-carriers.

It is interesting to compare the values required by our
model with experimentally determined values of thermali-
zation coefficient. We notice that values reported for
room temperature in the literature are below Q=
100Wcm�2K�1 [2], as we have seen that higher values make
it almost impossible to observe hot-carriers, even at full
concentration. At room temperature, Q ¼ 9:5 Wcm�2 K�1

was measured in InGaAs-GaAsP quantum wells [5]. A
similarvaluecanbederived fromthe InGaAsPquantumwell
studied in [7]. These values are at the upper end of the
spectrum in which we can hope to see a benefit from hot-
carriers. It is therefore necessary to find ways to reduce
this thermalization coefficient to reach values around
Q=1 Wcm�2K�1 and below. We also note that at low
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temperature, smaller values have been derived in InAs-
AlAsSb type-II quantum wells [21], with a thermalization
coefficient as low as Q=0.2 Wcm�2K�1 for a lattice
temperature of 10K. At room temperature, they obtained
hot-carriers with a temperature independent of the incident
power, so that no thermalization coefficient can be derived.

4.2 Influence of light trapping

We now discuss the impact of the light trapping on HCSC.
To do so, let us first describe the effect of light trapping in a
conventional cell. The model we introduced is based on a
wavelength-independent light trapping, where the absorp-
tion coefficient a is multiplied by a factor F. When the
initial absorptivity is small, a first order approximation
leads toA≈Fad. This is always the case near the bandgap,
thus for the radiated power. However, if the absorptivity is
already significant before light trapping (far from the
bandgap), the gain from light trapping is small and tends
toward 0 (see Fig. 1). Hence, wavelength-independent light
trapping will contribute more to radiated power (where
most of the radiation occurs near the bandgap) than to
absorbed power (where the part near the bandgap only
represents a small share of the total power). Therefore, as
we can observe on the right of Figures 2a and 3a, the
chemical potential becomes smaller with increasing light
trapping. Quantifying this chemical potential decrease is
difficult, as it also affects the band filling, with a retroactive
action on the population. Simulations are thus very useful
in showing that the reduction is not negligible, amounting
to several tens of meV in the case shown in Figure 2a.

This reduction of the chemical potential is observed
because the absorptivity enhancement is proportionally
higher for the radiation than for the emission. If we enhance
homogeneously the absorptivity in a system with a step
absorption:

A ¼ 0 ifE < Eg

A∈ �0; 1� ifE≥Eg;

(
ð18Þ

theVOC remains identical (see Supplementary Fig. S3).We
thus obtain a simple qualitative relation between the
enhancement of the absorbed current and the chemical
potential. If light trapping favors more the emission
wavelengths than the absorption wavelengths, the chemi-
cal potential will be reduced, and conversely. The counter-
intuitive conclusion is that, with increasing light trapping,
the density of carriers in the absorber in open circuit
decreases due to enhanced emission.

The question is now to know whether this is still valid
for a HCSC when reducing the thermalization coefficient.
To understand this, we can compare the case of an absorber
of thickness d1 and light path enhancement F1, to another
with d2 and F2>F1 such that F1d1=F2d2. The absorptivi-
ty of both systems is therefore identical. The expressions
for the input and output current and power remain the
same. In open-circuit, only the expression of the thermali-
zation factor is affected [22], resulting in:

Q2 ¼
F 2

F 1
Q1 : ð19Þ
With this comparison, changing light trapping results in a
shifting of the m and T curves along the abscissa. This key
result shows that light trapping enables the reduction of
the thermalization through a reduction of the thickness, as
long as the absorptivity remains constant. The case we
show in Figure 2 is slightly different (the thicknesses are
kept constant and only the light path is increased). Still,
the same conclusion can be drawn as for a given Q, the
temperature increases with F.
4.3 Limit values of the chemical potential

We want to discuss the peculiar results we observe for the
chemical potential. In conventional cells, the chemical
potential is limited between 0 and the absorber bandgap
EG. However, our results show chemical potentials both
above and below these limits.

We will first discuss the case m>EG, observed for
example in Figures 2a and 4a. In Shockley–Queisser limit,
the step absorber condition is equivalent to supposing an
infinite density of states above the bandgap (a0=∞), and 0
below (a0= 0). This has for consequence that the chemical
potential (identical to the voltage in conventional cells)
cannot be higher than the bandgap, as this would
cause a=�∞ (Eq. (5)), and infinite radiated power
(A (E)*F (E)=∞ for EG<E<m). Said otherwise, in the
step absorber limit, the radiated current Jrad increases as
the chemical potential tends toward the bandgap, and
reaches a singularity for m!EG.

Because we consider realistic finite absorption, the
density of states progressively increases around the
bandgap following an Urbach tail, and always remains
finite (and so does a0). As such, the notion of bandgap is not
as clear, and the chemical potential is no longer limited by
the bulk bandgap value, especially for thin absorbers (see
Fig. 2a for example). Of course, as the chemical potential
increases above the bandgap, the emission becomes very
high, and thus, this can only be observed for very high
incoming light intensity. The argument developed in
Section 4.2 also explains why the chemical potential
reaches higher values for lower absorptivity.

This model limit is unlikely to be observed experimen-
tally, as the presence of non-radiative defects should
decrease the value of the bandgap very rapidly below the
bandgap. Also, the Auger effect will have an important
impact in this regime of high carrier density and
will reduce the carrier density (in favor of a hotter
population).

We now discuss the case m< 0. We observe that the
chemical potential of the cell can be negative for low
thermalization factors, low concentration, and/or small
applied voltage (Figs. 3a, 4a and S4a). The same result was
also obtained by Ross and Nozik [1]. This is something
impossible in forward-biased conventional cells, where the
chemical potential is equal to thevoltage (in an ideal device).
However, in HCSC, these two parameters can be different,
and are related through equation (14). In this equation, we
can see that the voltage comes from two contributions. The
first term contains the chemical potential, and corresponds
to the operation of a conventional cell whenT=TL. It is the
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same sign as the chemical potential. The second term
depends on the carrier temperature and the extraction
energy Eext. It is equal to zero in conventional cells, and is
positive in HCSC. This second term can be seen as a
thermoelectric conversion from a hot-absorber to a cold
reservoir (a heat engine, in the terms of Ross and Nozik), to
whichwecanassociateaSeebeckcoefficient [23].Therefore,a
positive voltage can be obtained with a negative chemical
potential, as long as the carriers are hot enough.

From a thermodynamic perspective, the fact that m
becomes negative simply results from the conservation of
the number of particles, fixed by the number of photons
absorbed. By reducing the thermalization coefficient, we
increase the temperature of the carriers (Eq. (12)), and
because the particle number is constant, this results in a
decrease in the chemical potential (Eqs. (3) and (4)).
This can be observed when comparing Figures 2a and 2b,
for example. The chemical potential is driven by the
temperature (we can see that the temperature increase
first before the chemical potential starts decreasing, as
we reduce the thermalization coefficient) and stops
decreasing when thermalization becomes negligible.
There is no mechanism to keep the chemical potential
positive, and m=0 is not a particular value.

We can wonder whether we could observe this behavior
experimentally. In the same way Auger effect becomes
important for a high chemical potential, impact ionization
will become significant for high temperature and low
chemical potential, in order to redistribute the high kinetic
energy into more carriers [20]. Other effects present in real
devices, including intervalley scattering or non-radiative
recombinations, also make it more difficult to reach m< 0
regime under forward bias.

4.4 Voltage dependence

Let us now analyze the evolution of the absorber
characteristics with the voltage (Fig. 4). The J(V) curve
evolves similarly for the HCSC and the conventional cell.
At the short-circuit, the emitted current and power are
negligible (because the density of electrons in the
conduction band is extremely small). This implies Jsc≈ Jabs
for both paradigms. For the HCSC, we can write the
thermalized power under short-circuit operation:

P th;sc ≈P abs �EextJabs : ð20Þ
Solving this gives the equilibrium temperature reached

when emission is negligible. The corresponding msc can be
obtained by solving equation (14). While the short-circuit
condition imposes m=0 in the conventional cell, the
corresponding chemical potential in an HCSC is quite
negative, proportionally to the carrier temperature. Then,
as long as emitted power and band filling are negligible, the
short circuit current and temperature remain the same
(Figs. 4b and 4c), and the chemical potential increases
linearly with the voltage, with a slope T/TL (Eq. (14)),
almost up to V mpp (Fig. 4a). At this point, the slope of the
chemical potential tends toward 0, while the temperature
starts increasing, almost vertically (Fig. 4b). We observe
evaporative cooling [24], which is a decrease of the carrier
temperature under extraction and see in Figure 4b that this
temperature variation is strongest near theVOC. This
implies that even if we can generate hot-carriers in open
circuit condition, the carriers extracted at maximum power
point will be much colder.

4.5 Influence of concentration and non-radiative case

We chose to fix the light concentration at the theoretical
limit, around 45 000 suns, as it is the one that provides the
highest efficiency. However, it is not currently technically
achievable, and high concentration involves very high
tracking system costs. Therefore, it is also interesting to
look into the impact of concentration on the characteristics
of the cell. We show in Supplementary Figure S4 how the
chemical potential and temperature evolve as a function of
the thermalization coefficient, for different concentration
levels. The result which can seem the most surprising is
that the temperature reached for each concentration is
almost the same. It is, however, easier to analyze if we
replace this result in the context of light trapping.
Contrarily to light path enhancement, concentration
increases the amount of light absorbed without modifying
the emissivity. Therefore, the spectrum repartition of the
absorbed photons is not modified, and the temperature
should not change forQ=0. In the other hand, the amount
of absorbed photons is increased with no change in the
radiated flux expression. As we saw, this results in a
reduction of the chemical potential. If we take two
systems with concentration and chemical potentials
(C1, m1) an (C2, m2), we can write the following relation
within Boltzmann approximation:

m2 � m1 ¼
kT

q
ln

C2

C1

� �
: ð21Þ

The values obtained in the limits Q!0 and Q!∞ in
Figure S4a are in accordance with equation (21). Also, the
transition between low and high temperature will be
translated by C2/C1, accompanied with a reduction of a
chemical potential. We observe a crossing of the curves in
Figure S4b for intermediate thermalization coefficient,
because the chemical potential of the higher concentration
will decrease first.

As a final remark, we note that it would be interesting
to add non-radiative recombinations to this model [25]. As
they are proportional to the volume of the absorber, they
can be introduced in the same way as thermalization. The
main idea is that light trapping will not only result in
reducing the thermalization, but also the non-radiative losses.

5 Conclusion

A simple detailed balance model to investigate the
influence of light trapping on the characteristics of
HCSC was presented. We explained the reason why the
chemical potential within our model can be negative or
higher than the bandgap. The first key result is that at
open circuit, the temperature of the radiation should
increase with light trapping, and experiments are
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ongoing to confirm this effect. Also, a strong variation of
the carrier temperature near the open-circuit voltage
was observed, confirming the idea of evaporative cooling.
Furthermore, the key relationship between broadband
absorption enhancement and the modification of the
chemical potential was highlighted. Finally, the crucial
role of light trapping to bring together high absorptivity
and low thermalization coefficient was demonstrated.
On one hand, low thermalization in quantum structures
with low absorptivity cannot provide HCSC efficiencies
anywhere close to conventional cells. On the other hand,
no matter how good the absorption, hot-carriers at open
circuit only start appearing for a thermalization
coefficient Q� 100W cm�2 K�1, so low thermalization
designs are necessary. The ultimate goal is to combine
the best knowledge in HCSC absorbers and in nano-
photonics in order to demonstrate cells operating under
broadband concentrated light, with an efficiency gain as
compared with conventional cells.

Supplementary material

Figure S1 Comparison of the multi-resonant absorption
with the step absorber characteristics as a function of the
applied voltage. The case F=150 is also shown in Figure 4.
Figure S2 (a) Comparison of the evolution of the
temperature in open circuit with the thermalization
coefficient Q in a black body and in a 10 nm-thick GaSb
absorber with F=150. (b) Corresponding chemical
potential of the GaSb absorber.
Figure S3 Extracted current (per sun) as a function of the
applied voltage for a thermalized GaAs cell in the radiative
limit for different values of homogeneous absorptivity.
The open circuit voltage is the same for each case.
Figure S4 (a) Chemical potential and (b) temperature of
the radiation in open-circuit condition as a function of the
thermalization coefficient Q, for different concentrations.
The results are obtained for F=150. The case C=45 000 is
also shown in Figure 2 (different scale).
Table S1 Parameters of conventional cells and HCSC
obtained from the detailed balance calculation with
Q ¼ 1 Wcm�2 K�1.

The Supplementary Material is available at https://www.
epj-pv.org/10.1051/epjpv/2019001/olm.
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